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Abstract. An individual’s age at first reproduction and investment in successive
reproductive attempts are involved in mechanisms that can impede somatic repair, resulting
in a decline in reproductive abilities with age (reproductive senescence). We used long-term data
from the Black-legged Kittiwake, a long-lived seabird, to address the relationship between
recruitment age, age-specific breeding success (BS), and reproductive senescence, while
accounting for breeding experience and temporal variation in BS. We first detected late-life
improvement in BS across all recruitment groups, which we recognized as ‘‘within-generation
selection’’ or the selective disappearance of ‘‘frail’’ phenotypes. When such heterogeneity was
accurately accounted for, we showed that all individuals suffered reproductive senescence. We
first highlighted how different combinations of pre- and post-recruitment experience across
recruitment groups resulted in maximal BS at intermediate ages. BS increased in early recruits
as they gained post-recruitment experience, whereas late recruits gained pre-recruitment
experience that led to high BS at recruitment. Only individuals recruiting at intermediate ages
balanced their pre- and post-recruitment experience. Consistent with the ‘‘cumulative
reproductive cost hypothesis,’’ we also observed a faster decline in BS in early recruits at
advanced ages, whereas individuals delaying recruitment experienced the slowest decline in BS
with age. Early recruits, however, reached the highest levels of BS at intermediate ages, sensus
stricto (10–13 years old), whereas individuals delaying recruitment experienced the lowest at
similar ages. These divergent trajectories may reflect a ‘‘delayed trade-off’’ balancing a
maximization of midlife BS against reproductive senescence at advanced ages. Additionally,
annual variation in BS had a greater effect on individuals early in life, suggesting that
experienced individuals were able to buffer out the effects of temporal variation on BS, which
can ultimately improve fitness in stochastic environments. Our findings stress that (1) both
observed and unobserved heterogeneity are important in detecting within-individual
senescence, and (2) short-term trade-offs may be rare in long-lived species; thus, cumulated
reproductive costs should be invoked as an alternative mechanism underlying reproductive
senescence.
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INTRODUCTION
Within phylogenetic and environmental boundaries,
long-lived organisms have to make a series of decisions
such as when to breed for the first time, how many times
to reproduce, and how much and when to devote limited
resources away from reproduction toward maintenance
or growth (i.e., life history trade-offs). The most widely
studied trade-off is the cost of reproduction (for a review
see Harshman and Zera 2007), in which investment in
current reproductive effort is expected to decrease
subsequent survival and (or) reproduction. However,
empirical support for costs of reproduction in wild
organisms remains ambiguous (Harshman and Zera
2007). For example, Cam (1997) and Cam et al. (1998,
2002a) observed a positive phenotypic correlation
between survival and breeding probability in Black-
legged Kittiwakes (Rissa tridactyla; a long-lived seabird;
see Plate 1). Individuals that bred successfully in a given
year also survived and reproduced with a higher
probability in the following year compared to failed
breeders, and nonbreeders (individuals that skipped
reproduction in a given year). In the latter case,
individuals actually experienced a ‘‘cost of nonrepro-
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duction,’’ as failure to breed in year t was associated
with lower breeding probability in year t þ 1 and lower
chances of surviving up to t þ 1.
Positive relationships between fitness components are
common in observational studies of long-lived species
(e.g., Barbraud and Weimerskirch 2005, Nevoux et al.
2007). Three nonexclusive hypotheses may explain
positive relationships between fitness components. First,
heterogeneity among individuals in their ability to
acquire resources may mask trade-offs (van Noordwijk
and de Jong 1986). For this reason, it has been argued
that trade-offs may not be detectable without using an
experimental approach (Partridge and Barton 1983).
Second, it has been hypothesized that trade-offs may be
expressed only in poor environmental conditions, when
resources are scarce (Stearns 1992). Last, the conse-
quences of investing resources into reproduction may
not be detectable immediately, and individuals may
incur delayed costs (i.e., long-term costs on a lifetime
scale).
If costs of reproduction are not demographically
evident in the short term, payment could reveal itself
later in life, even at advanced ages. For example, an
‘‘invest now, pay later’’ reproductive tactic could
culminate in delayed or cumulative costs of reproduc-
tion (e.g., Orell and Belda 2002), and could translate
into late-life senescence in reproduction. Nevertheless,
the literature is heavily weighted toward examination of
short-term reproductive costs (Harshman and Zera
2007), for two main reasons. First, adverse conditions
and high levels of extrinsic mortality do not allow the
large majority of individuals in wild populations to
reach senescent ages because most die as juveniles or as
young adults (e.g., Ricklefs and Sheuerlein 2001).
Second, studies monitoring populations over a period
of time long enough for senescence to be detected have
come to fruition only in recent years; examples include
mammals (Nussey et al. 2007), birds (Cam et al. 2002a,
Charmantier et al. 2006), and fish (Reznick et al. 2004).
Quantifying delayed costs of reproduction would
clarify the simultaneous evolution of delayed reproduc-
tion and senescence (Lack 1968). Age at first reproduc-
tion (i.e., recruitment timing) is often assumed to initiate
mechanisms that impede somatic repair, resulting in a
decline in reproductive abilities with age, i.e., reproduc-
tive senescence (e.g., Charnov 1997). If so, different
recruitment tactics, such as early vs. delayed recruit-
ment, could lead to contrasting reproductive trajectories
(e.g., senescence or improvement in reproductive success
with age).
A further complication is that reproductive experience
gained throughout life can also have a strong influence
on age-specific breeding success (i.e., BS). Increased
breeding experience can even lead to improved BS with
age (e.g., Nol and Smith 1987, Orell and Belda 2002),
obscuring the influence of recruitment timing on
reproductive senescence in wild populations. Variable
environmental conditions can further affect BS and
survival, and must be statistically controlled for in order
to detect delayed costs of reproduction in the wild.
Here, we use data from a study of the Black-legged
Kittiwake in which age at recruitment and age-specific
BS have been recorded for .2100 individuals over
almost 30 years. We address the relationship between
recruitment decisions and reproductive senescence, while
taking into account opportunities for breeding experi-
ence and temporal variation in reproductive conditions
to improve or diminish BS across ages. Specifically, we
propose two contrasting hypotheses.
1) The cumulative cost hypothesis is that early
recruitment is associated with acute reproductive senes-
cence (i.e., faster decline in BS at advanced ages),
especially for the longest lived individuals (i.e., those
that cumulate a greater number of breeding attempts
over life). Recruits delaying first reproduction, on the
other hand, are expected to incur a smaller cumulative
reproductive cost, especially if short lived (i.e., delayed
recruitment associated to a short reproductive life span
translates into a low cost of cumulative breeding events
over life). Thus, we expect senescence in reproduction
for these birds to be subtle or absent.
2) The heterogeneity in individual quality hypothesis
leads to opposite predictions: individuals of high
intrinsic quality recruit early (e.g., Nur 1988) and
experience high levels of BS late in life. This hypothesis
assumes that higher quality individuals incur smaller
reproductive costs than others for equal reproductive
investment. Under this view, we may expect early
recruits to incur smaller cumulative costs than others
as they age and breed, and senescence to be absent or
weak. In contrast, individuals of poor intrinsic quality
delay recruitment and their senescent decline in repro-
duction is expected to be sharper. For an equal number
of breeding events, greater cumulative costs of repro-
duction in low-quality individuals are expected to
translate into a sharper decline in reproductive ability
than in high-quality individuals.
These two hypotheses concerning senescence can be
combined with a third: lack of pre-breeding experience
may translate into poor BS at the beginning of
reproductive life in early recruits. Thus, we may expect
an initial increase in BS with experience. In contrast, late
recruits may exhibit high BS in the year of recruitment
and early in reproductive life because they had time to
acquire the skills necessary for reproduction (e.g., mate
coordination, knowledge of foraging places), and to
‘‘prospect’’ for higher quality sites. Prospectors are
assumed to gather local information on their conspecific
BS before settling and breeding for the first time (e.g.,
Danchin et al. 1991, 1998, Cadiou et al. 1994), which, if
habitat quality is constant from one year to the next,
allows identification of higher quality habitat, and thus
may ensure high BS (e.g., Boulinier and Danchin 1997).
Coulson and Fairweather (2001) also studied late-life
reproductive performance in Black-legged Kittiwakes.
They observed a sharp decline in BS at the last breeding
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event, but did not otherwise find any evidence for
senescence. Even though they asserted that ‘‘terminal
illness’’ was independent of age and not a reflection of
senescence, they did not study the entire breeding history
and did not properly account for heterogeneity in
individual quality, suggesting that their findings might
not be as robust as previously thought. Here, our
ultimate goal is to disentangle trade-offs between early-
life decisions and late-life BS from heterogeneity in
individual quality, in order to identify the demographic
mechanisms shaping age-specific breeding trajectories
and reproductive senescence.
METHODS
Information on the study population, data collection,
sample specifications, crude data on BS, and sample size,
is given in Appendix A.
Age-related change in breeding success
In this study, only individuals that survived until
recruitment, and subsequently recruited, were consid-
ered in analyses of BS (2124 individuals, 8335 observa-
tions). By working on the sample of individuals that
recruited, we could use generalized linear models, GLM
(Agresti 1990); generalized additive models, GAM
(Hastie and Tibshirani 1986); and generalized additive
mixed models, GAMM (Wood 2006) to estimate the
affect of age-related traits on BS from recruitment
thereon.
To address the influence of age at first reproduction
(AFR) and breeding experience (EXP, the time in years
elapsed since first reproduction) on the probability of
breeding successfully (BS), we treated BS as a binary
response variable (i.e., success or failure) and first used
GLM (i.e., logistic regression; see Agresti [1990];
package ‘‘MASS,’’ procedure ‘‘glm’’ in R 2.6.0).
We used the term ‘‘experience’’ in the sense of an
opportunity to increase breeding abilities through
learning. In this population, experience largely captures
the number of breeding attempts over life. Even
sabbaticals (i.e., individuals that skipped breeding in a
given year and make up only 10% of all breeding events)
have the opportunity to gain experience by interacting
with other individuals (e.g., Danchin et al. 1998),
learning about foraging opportunities, and about
hotspots (i.e., cliff locations where breeding pairs are
producing viable offspring). Sabbaticals can thus learn
about the quality of breeding sites in which they may try
to breed in the future. Sabbaticals were included in the
analyses, because we consider them to be part of the
population ‘‘at risk’’; they are able and susceptible to
breed, but do not, and can therefore be considered as
‘‘failed breeders.’’ Thus, the covariate referring to
experience is a reasonable reflection of the number of
breeding attempts over the life course.
We considered models with linear, quadratic, and
cubic effects of EXP on BS (see Table 1). A quadratic
effect translates into minimal (or maximal for negative
coefficients) BS for individuals of intermediate experi-
ence, whereas a cubic relationship can account for a
possible bimodal pattern in BS as a function of EXP. We
considered EXP rather than age to investigate the idea
of cumulative costs of reproduction, where (along with
AFR) only post-reproductive experience matters, and
not age sensus stricto. We also considered AFR as either
a categorical or continuous covariate in our analysis.
When AFR was treated as a categorical covariate, we
conducted a cluster analysis (package ‘‘stats,’’ procedure
‘‘hclust’’ in R version 2.6.0; R Development Core Team
2007) to choose our cutting points in order to ensure
that the selected recruitment groups were statistically
meaningful. When performing a cluster analysis, we
used Ward’s test, which generates clusters minimizing
the squared Euclidean distance to the center mean.
According to this method, our recruitment groups were
defined as: recruitment at age 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7 years or
older (7þ).
Because GLMs with continuous covariates assume a
specific shape (e.g., linear, quadratic) for the relation-
ship between explanatory and response variables, we
compared the fit of our best GLM to the fit of a less
constrained GAM (package ‘‘mgcv,’’ procedure ‘‘gam’’
TABLE 1. Selection results for models testing the effects of age at first reproduction and experience on age-specific breeding success
in the Black-legged Kittiwake (Rissa trudactyla).
Model AIC edf Di exp(0.5Di ) wi
S(AFRc 3 EXP) 10 969 18 0 1 0.96
AFRc 3 (EXP þ EXP2 þ EXP3) 10 976 20 6 0.05 0.04
AFRc 3 (EXP þ EXP2) 10 984 15 14 0 0
AFRc þ EXP þ EXP2 þ EXP3 11 057 8 87 0 0
AFRc þ EXP þ EXP2 11 061 7 91 0 0
AFRc 3 EXP 11 068 10 98 0 0
EXP þ EXP2 þ EXP3 11 093 4 123 0 0
EXP þ EXP2 11 097 3 127 0 0
AFRc þ EXP 11 111 6 141 0 0
EXP 11 149 2 179 0 0
AFRc 11 297 5 327 0 0
Notes: The top model is a GAM as it involves a spline function ‘‘S’’; all other models are GLMs. Abbreviations: age at first
reproduction (AFR if continuous, AFRc if categorical); experience (EXP if continuous, EXP2 if quadratic, EXP3 if cubic); ‘‘þ’’
denotes an additive effect, ‘‘3’’ an interaction; edf, estimated degrees of freedom; Akaike’s information criterion AIC ¼ 2 3
log-likelihood þ 23 edf; Di ¼ AICmodel i  AICmin; wi ¼ exp(0.5Di )/Ri exp(0.5Di ).
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in R version 2.6.0). The generalized additive model
(GAM) alleviates constraints of the GLM by fitting
nonparametric functions to estimate relationships
between the response and explanatory variables. The
nonparametric functions are estimated from observed
data using spline smoothing, i.e., linear functions of
covariates in a GLM are replaced by nonparametric
spline functions in a GAM (Hastie and Tibshirani
1986, Wood 2006). The structure of the best model
selected with age-related covariates, whether it was a
GLM or a GAM (see Model selection), was then used
to further investigate temporal variation in BS as well
as possible effects of individual heterogeneity on BS
trajectories.
Accounting for heterogeneity in individual quality
Observed (marginal estimates of ) age-specific varia-
tion in BS depends on whether or not the correlation
between BS and survival probability is taken into
account (Cam and Monnat 2000). Heterogeneous
survival across individuals leads to changes in the
composition of a sample population as ‘‘frail’’ individ-
uals readily die (and thus exit the sample), leaving only
the most ‘‘robust’’ individuals in a sample at advanced
ages (Vaupel and Yashin 1985). As a result, population-
level estimates of age-specific BS can reflect patterns
resulting from ‘‘within-generation phenotypic selection’’
(Endler 1986), rather than genuine age-specific variation
in BS experienced by individuals (Cam et al. 2002b,
Naves 2007).
To account for population-level processes influencing
age-specific variation in BS, we first implemented a fixed
effect of life span into our best model (i.e., the best
GLM or GAM with AFR and EXP effects). As was
done for AFR and EXP, we compared categorical,
continuous, and spline-transformed effects of life span
on BS. Furthermore, we considered various interactive
effects of life span, AFR, and EXP on age-specific BS.
As outlined by van de Pol and Verhulst (2006), such an
approach can explicitly account for heterogeneity in
timing of appearance (i.e., variation in AFR) and
disappearance (i.e., variation in life span) from the
breeding population. We went one step further by also
modeling variation in breeding history (i.e., variation in
EXP).
Next, to (1) parsimoniously account for repeated
measures on individuals, in which some may be of higher
reproductive quality than others, and (2) account for
variation in reproductive quality across individuals, we
added an individual random effect (denoted as ID) to
our best model that included life span and other age-
related covariates. The final model thus contained fixed
effects of life span, possibly AFR and EXP, as well as an
individual random effect, which is necessary to fully
account for the effects of individual heterogeneity on
estimates of breeding performance (BS in our case; see
Cam et al. 2002b, van de Pol and Verhulst 2006).
Temporal change in breeding success
We could not consider a model that simultaneously
accounted for both an individual random effect and a
random effect of ‘‘year’’ because asymptotic convergence
of parameter estimates could not be achieved (despite
the use of a supercomputer). However, we did include
simultaneously a fixed effect of year (i.e., treated either
continuously or as a factor in order to control for
temporal change in BS) and an individual random effect
to control for environmentally driven changes in BS in
our best performing model, while controlling for
heterogeneity in individual quality.
Separately, we also examined the influence of
temporal variation in BS (e.g., resulting from climatic
conditions, predation events, food shortages, and so
forth) on age-specific BS using a random effect of Year.
We modeled Year using a random effect because we had
no motive to suspect a specific pattern for the influence
of year on BS (e.g., a systematic trend). The random
Year effect was implemented into the best-performing
model with age-related covariates. All random effects
were fit using the ‘‘mgcv’’ package in R 2.6.0 (‘‘gamm’’
procedure).
Model selection
Because AFR, EXP, and life span are all linked to age
sensus stricto, we calculated a variance inflation factor
(i.e., package ‘‘car,’’ procedure ‘‘vip’’ in R version 2.6.0;
R Development Core Team 2007) to address the
possible issue of multicolinearity prior to model
selection (Neter et al. 1996).
To evaluate our predictions laid out in the introduc-
tion, we first conducted comparisons of GLMs contain-
ing the same biological covariate but parameterized in
different ways (e.g., models with AFR or EXP param-
eterized as continuous linear, quadratic, or cubic
covariates, or parameterized as categorical covariates).
Throughout, Akaike’s Information Criterion, AIC
(Akaike 1973) and Akaike model weights (wi) were used
to compare models and determine which model(s) served
as the best approximation(s) to the data. For each
estimated slope parameter (bi) that appeared in the best
approximating model(s), we assessed the precision of each
bi based on the extent to which 95% confidence intervals
for each bi overlapped zero (Graybill and Iyer 1994).
After determining the best parameterization for each
covariate, we then used AIC to compare GLMs with
additive or interactive effects of covariates with different
biological meaning (e.g., AFR, EXP). Using the
covariates retained in the best GLM, and the nature of
the covariate effects (i.e., additive or interactive, linear,
quadratic or cubic, and so forth), we then built a less
constrained GAM. For example, if the best GLM
involved an interaction between a linear effect of AFR
and a quadratic effect of EXP, the corresponding GAM
would contain an interaction between EXP and AFR;
however, the parametric forms would be replaced with a
spline function to relax the previous linear or polyno-
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mial constraints. The degree of smoothness in modeled
spline relationships between BS and explanatory covar-
iates was estimated as part of the GAM procedure. If the
GAM outperformed the best GLM, all further modeling
was done using GAMs.
Next, we used the previous best-performing model
(GLM or GAM) to model the effects of individual
heterogeneity on age-specific BS. In this endeavor, we
considered alternative parameterizations of the life span
covariate (e.g., linear, quadratic, categorical, and so
forth) as well as additive and interactive effects of life
span with AFR and EXP on age-specific BS. For
reasons laid out before, individual random effects were
also included in models designed to account for
individual heterogeneity (see Accounting for heterogene-
ity in individual quality).
Earlier stages of model selection suggested that
GAMs did a better job of explaining our BS data than
GLMs. Therefore, random effects were implemented by
using generalized additive mixed models ( i.e.,
‘‘GAMMs,’’ as opposed to ‘‘GLMMs’’). When examin-
ing GAMMs, one cannot compare them to GLMs or
GAMs using AIC because of its reliance on maximiza-
tion of full likelihoods (Wood 2006). In such cases, we
evaluated the statistical utility of a GAMM, and its
effectiveness in accounting for age-specific variation in
BS arising from individual heterogeneity, by using
graphical diagnostics, assessing the precision of estimat-
ed parameters with 95% confidence intervals, and
evaluating appropriate test statistics (i.e., we used a
plural approach to making inference from models
whenever information-criterion methods could not be
used; Scheiner 2004). We also compared GAMMs to
each other in some cases using AICs (e.g., GAMMs
containing different parameterization for temporal
change in BS; e.g., fixed vs. continuous).
RESULTS
Age-related changes in breeding success
All tests for multicolinearity in models containing
AFR, EXP, and life span yielded estimates of variance
inflation factors ,7.07. Because all variance inflation
factors were ,10, our models did not present any
serious issues concerning multicolinearity (Neter et al.
1996). Given these results, we considered models with
additive and interactive effect of age-related covariates.
Among GLMs, our top-performing model (Table 1,
second model from top) indicated that BS changed over
life as a function of AFR (treated as a categorical
factor), a cubic effect of EXP, and their interaction.
Even though many of the coefficients for the AFR and
(cubic effect of ) EXP interaction were imprecisely
estimated (95% CIs overlapped 0), ignoring them led
to a considerable increase in AIC (Table 1; Di¼ 81). The
cubic effect of EXP in the best-performing GLM implied
that either (1) the marginal estimate of BS, after an
increase early in life and a decrease at intermediate ages,
did indeed improve again late in life (Fig. 1), or (2) the
cubic polynomial ‘‘forced’’ a bimodal pattern between
BS and EXP, which might not be an accurate depiction
of the underlying relationship between EXP and BS at
the population level, but only the closest fit to the data
among the set of models examined.
To examine the validity of the parametric constraints in
the best GLM, we compared it to an alternative GAM
with ‘‘unconstrained’’ effects of age-related covariates on
BS. When added to the set of candidate GLMs, the GAM
was a superior fit to the data relative to the best-
performing GLM described previously (top model in
Table 1; Di ¼ 6; bAFR ¼0.17, 95% CI: 0.16 to 0.18;
spline effect of EXP: v2 ¼ 100.60, estimated df (edf) ¼
4.23, P , 0.001; spline effect of EXP and AFR
interaction: v2 ¼ 220.90, edf ¼ 13.26, P , 0.001). For
the sake of conciseness, we did not include the figure
associated with the GAM. However, this model not only
was a better fit to the data, but also showed that for
individuals surviving up to advanced ages, improvement
in BS was observed in most recruitment groups.
Interestingly, only early recruitment groups (i.e., AFR¼
3 or 4 years) exhibited another decline in BS at very
advanced ages (.20 years). Yet, only a small sample of
individuals existed at advanced ages (Appendix A). Based
on these results, we considered the best-performing model
(i.e., a GAM) in further analyses of BS as a function of
both observed (i.e., AFR, EXP, life span) and unob-
served heterogeneity (i.e., random effect of ‘‘ID’’).
Accounting for heterogeneity in individual quality
When a fixed effect of life span was added (last model
in Table 2) to the GAM described previously (first
FIG. 1. Trajectories of age-specific breeding success (BS) in
relation to age at first reproduction (AFR) and breeding
experience in the Black-legged Kittiwake (Rissa trudactyla).
Estimates were obtained from the best-performing generalized
linear model (GLM) before potential sources of individual and
temporal heterogeneity were accounted for (see Table 1, second
model).
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model in Table 1), AIC improved by 33.69 units.
Because life span (by controlling for the selective
disappearance of individuals within the breeding popu-
lation) led to improvement in model fit, we further
considered alternative parameterizations of life span.
The top model including life span accounted for 49% of
the model weight, and the second-best model accounted
for 46% (Table 2). In the top model, all interactions were
significant (spline effect of AFR and EXP interaction:
edf¼ 16.75, v2¼ 151.90, P , 0.001; spline effect of EXP
and life span interaction: edf ¼ 6.90, v2 ¼ 74.78, P ,
0.001), which was also the case for the second-best-
performing model (spline effect of AFR and EXP
interaction: edf ¼ 16.75, v2 ¼ 151.87, P , 0.001; spline
effect of EXP and life span interaction: edf¼ 6.89, v2¼
74.80, P , 0.001; spline effect of AFR and life span
interaction: edf ¼ 0.03, v2 ¼ 9.35, P ¼ 0.002).
To account for (unobserved) heterogeneity in individ-
ual quality, we considered an individual random effect
and added it to the previously defined best GAM (i.e.,
generalized additive model). Such a model, a GAMM
(i.e., generalized additive mixed model), could not be fit
if one of the covariates was included in a spline-
transformed interaction more than once (e.g., AFR
involved twice in: S(AFR3 EXP)þ S(AFR3 life span)
þ random effect(ID), where S stands for a spline
transformation; see Wood 2006). However, a model
with an individual random effect and a three-way spline-
transformed interaction between AFR, EXP, and life
span converged successfully. The triple interaction term
was statistically significant (spline effect of AFR, EXP,
and life span interaction: edf¼9, estimated rank¼9, F¼
29.19, P , 0.001), and random variation in BS across
individuals was detected (individual random effect
centered at zero: SD ¼ 0.93, residuals ¼ 0.87).
Of great importance, this GAMM accounted for all
demographic sources of individual heterogeneity in age-
specific BS (i.e., selective appearance, selective disap-
pearance, variation in breeding history, correlative
structure across repeated measures, and random varia-
tion across individuals). According to this model,
improvement in BS at advanced ages disappeared across
all recruitment groups, and the pattern observed in age-
specific BS surfaces was unimodal for all recruitment
groups (Fig. 2), with no detectable late-life improvement
in BS. Maximal BS levels decreased as individuals
delayed recruitment: BS exceeded 0.6 for individuals
recruiting at age 3 (BS ¼ 0.66, 95% CI: 0.45–0.87) and
age 4 years (BS¼ 0.63, 95% CI: 0.50–0.76), followed by
individuals recruiting at age 5 (0.58, 95% CI: 0.47–0.69),
6 (BS ¼ 0.53, 95% CI: 0.40–0.66), and 7þ years (0.47,
95% CI: 0.29–0.65).
Based on this model, we calculated senescence rates
for each recruitment group by calculating the slope
between the highest BS and the lowest BS values for
each BS surface (Fig. 2). We found that recruits of 4
years old experienced the highest senescence rate (i.e.,
0.034), followed by recruits of 3, 6, and 5 years old
(i.e., respectively, 0.30, 0.029, 0.027). The lowest
senescence rate was associated with 7þ year-old recruits
(i.e., 0.025).
The model also provided some insights on how BS
surfaces shifted as recruitment was delayed, as experi-
ence was gained, and as life span increased (Fig. 3).
Estimated values of BS reached a maximum at 10 years
of experience, for a realized life span of 20 years old
(Fig. 3, top right), followed by a dramatic decline in BS
late in life (Fig. 3, top left). Recruitment at age 3 was
associated with a slightly higher maximal BS, given that
an individual lived up to 15 years old (Fig. 3, center).
The confidence bounds associated with each BS surface
confirm the unimodal shape of BS surfaces across
recruitment groups (Fig. 3).
Temporal changes in breeding success
A GAMM accounting for both individual effects and
temporal variation in BS (i.e., individual and temporal
random effect) failed to converge. Simultaneous estima-
tion of multiple random effects in GAMMs is known to
be computationally intensive (Wood 2006).
We first examined temporal variation in BS (i.e.,
random effect of YEAR) using a GAMM with a spline-
transformed triple interaction of AFR, EXP, and life
span. The interaction term was statistically significant
(spline effect of AFR, EXP, and life span interaction:
edf ¼ 9, estimated rank ¼ 9, F ¼ 41.24, P , 0.001) and
the temporal random effect was nonnegligible (temporal
random effect centered at zero: SD ¼ 0.34, residuals ¼
0.99). Most of the temporal variation in BS took place
early in life, but decreased with AFR, and as individual
gained experience (Appendix B).
We also considered two similar GAMM (i.e., with a
spline-transformed triple interaction between AFR,
EXP, and life span), accounting for heterogeneity in
TABLE 2. Selection results for models testing the effects of age at first reproduction and experience on age-specific breeding
success, while accounting for heterogeneity in survival chances (life span effects).
Model AIC edf Di exp(0.5Di ) wi
S(AFRc 3 EXP) þ S(EXP 3 life span) 10 913.29 24.65 0 1 0.49
S(AFRc 3 EXP) þ S(EXP 3 life span) þ S(AFRc 3 life span) 10 913.4 24.67 0.11 0.95 0.46
S(AFRc 3 EXP) þ S(life span) 10 919.01 20.52 5.72 0.06 0.03
S(AFRc 3 EXP) þ S(AFRc 3 life span) 10 920.08 21.97 6.79 0.03 0.02
S(AFRc 3 EXP) þ life span 10 936.71 19.11 23.42 0 0
Note: All models considered are GAMs; abbreviations are as in Table 1.
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individual quality (i.e., random effect of ID), and
controlling for temporal change in BS by adding a fixed
effect of YEAR either treated as a continuous covariate
or as a factor. Models controlling for both individual
differences in BS (i.e., random effect of ID) and for
environmental stochasticity (i.e., random effect of
YEAR), did converge successfully. However, in a
GAMM considering a fixed effect of YEAR, the
estimated effect was not significant and the confidence
bounds overlapped zero (YEAR ¼ 3.63 103, 95% CI:
1.1 3 103 to 8.3 3 103, P ¼ 0.442). As AIC is com-
parable across GAMM models, adding a fixed effect of
YEAR did not improve model fit (AIC ¼ 36 530.82 for
the GAMM without a fixed effect of YEAR, vs. AIC¼
36 531.03 for the GAMM with the fixed effect of
YEAR). A GAMM with YEAR as a factor did not
improve model fit either (AIC ¼ 36 949.05). Moreover,
none of the factorial levels were significant, and all
estimates overlapped 0. Therefore, it seems that most of
the unobserved heterogeneity is a reflection of hetero-
geneity in individual quality rather than temporal
change in BS.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we addressed which recruitment tactics
(i.e., early vs. delayed recruitment) yield the highest BS
FIG. 2. Breeding success (BS) surfaces across recruitment groups: age at first reproduction (AFR, in years) as a function of
experience (EXP, the time in years elapsed since first reproduction) and life span (years), once all potential sources of heterogeneity
were accounted for. Individual heterogeneity is accounted for by an individual random effect, ‘‘ID.’’ Estimates were obtained from
the following GAMM: BS ; spline(AFR3 EXP3 life span)þ random effect ID.
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across ages, and whether recruitment tactics led to
contrasting reproductive senescence profiles. We knew
from past work (Aubry et al. 2009) that pre-breeders
reaching age 4 years had the highest probability of
recruiting in the following year if they survived (i.e.,
reached age 5), and also experienced the highest BS in
the year of recruitment. However, fitness prospects and
life history consequences of individual decisions in terms
of recruitment age are more completely understood by
studying variation in BS throughout life; BS in the first
breeding attempt is only a snapshot of the age-specific
reproductive profile. We addressed this while accounting
for heterogeneity in individual quality, a key component
of the apparent influence of age on demographic
parameters (e.g., Cam et al. 2002a, van de Pol and
Verhulst 2006).
In accordance with hypothesis (3), we consistently
found that early recruits (i.e., 3 years old) experienced
FIG. 3. Depictions of the influence of paired covariates (AFR and EXP, AFR and life span, EXP and life span) on breeding
success (BS). Estimates were obtained from the GAMM defined in Fig. 2. The 95% confidence bounds (gray surfaces) associated
with each BS surface (black) are based on spline-transformed estimates. The contour plots serve as an alternative to three-
dimensional plots, display BS peaks more accurately, and show how they change as a function of age-related covariates.
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low BS at recruitment, and thus started their reproduc-
tive life with a handicap (Figs. 1 and 2), perhaps as a
consequence of a lack of ‘‘pre-breeding experience.’’ We
also found that individuals delaying recruitment exhib-
ited higher BS in the recruitment year than did early
recruits (Figs. 1 and 2). These results, consistent
throughout all analyses (i.e., GLM, GAM, GAMM),
confirm that pre-recruitment experience matters in
determining levels of BS early in the reproductive career
of individuals. Such pre-recruitment experience is likely
to allow for an increase in skills related to reproduction
(e.g., mate coordination, foraging abilities, nest con-
struction, and so forth) through prospecting. It has been
shown in the kittiwake that most individuals ‘‘prospect’’
for higher quality sites (e.g., Danchin et al. 1991, 1998,
Cadiou et al. 1994). Before reproduction begins,
prospectors gather local information based on the
performance of their conspecifics, which permits selec-
tion of more productive habitats in the following year(s),
probably to ensure high levels of BS in the recruitment
year (e.g., Boulinier and Danchin 1997). Individuals that
delayed recruitment gave up early-life breeding oppor-
tunities and achieved high BS at first reproduction.
Potentially, they might have queued for high-quality
sites and obtained a favorable breeding ground neces-
sary to achieve such high levels of BS at recruitment. To
test this, one would have to simultaneously examine the
relationship between habitat selection, individual qual-
ity, and age-specific BS.
Following recruitment, improvements in BS were
observed for all individuals that gained breeding
experience, including early recruits (Figs. 1 and 2),
suggesting that individuals can catch up from early-life
deficits and perform increasingly better throughout life.
The most rapid increase in BS was observed in early
recruits, as their initial BS at recruitment year was so
low, there was scope for substantial improvement later
in life. On the other hand, individuals that delayed
recruitment experienced a less impressive improvement
because they initially experienced high levels of BS,
leaving little room for enhancement.
Following the initial increase in BS across all
recruitment groups, the different set of analyses
provided different results. Under a GLM (Fig. 1)
modeling framework, we did not detect senescence in
BS in any of the recruitment groups, and an improve-
ment in BS was even observed late in life (Fig. 1). We
improved model fit by considering unconstrained
relationships between the selected covariates and BS
(Table 1; see GAM); this highlights the utility of spline
transformations in obtaining realistic age-specific trajec-
tories of demographic parameters such as BS.
These models, however, did not account for individual
heterogeneity, and all showed late-life improvement in
BS (in all recruitment groups under the best GLM in
Fig. 1, and in most recruitment groups under the GAM;
figure not presented here for the sake of conciseness).
Recruitment-level increases in BS may only represent a
handful of ‘‘robust’’ individuals that survive to advanced
ages, and might not accurately reflect variation in BS
within individuals, if individuals within recruitment
groups do not die at the same rate (i.e., heterogeneity
in individual quality can bias group-level estimates of
BS, survival, and so forth; Vaupel and Yashin 1985).
Even though the inclusion of life span in our best GAM
did improve model fit (Tables 1 and 2), we were
concerned that defining frailty a priori with ‘‘life span’’
might not fully distinguish between ‘‘robust’’ and ‘‘frail’’
individuals. Such an approach might only take into
account ‘‘within-cohort phenotypic selection’’ (Ender
1986), but not other unobserved components of
heterogeneity among individuals (e.g., Lewis et al.
2006). Therefore, we used an approach explicitly
accounting for variation in reproductive quality across
individuals (i.e., individual random effect), and for
variability in recruitment age, life span, and breeding
experience. According to this approach, there was a
noticeable difference in the observed peak in BS across
recruitment groups (Figs. 2 and 3), which occurred
earlier in individuals delaying recruitment. However,
across all recruitment groups, maximal BS levels were
attained by individuals reaching intermediate experience
levels. Interestingly, the balance between pre- and post-
recruitment experience differed across recruitment
groups, but resulted in similar timing of maximal BS
(i.e., age 10–13 years, sensu stricto). Assuming that
individuals were physiologically mature at age 2,
maximum BS was attained at high levels of post-
breeding experience (i.e., 10 years of experience) in
early recruits (i.e., AFR ¼ 3), and at high levels of pre-
recruitment experience (i.e., 5 years of pre-recruitment
experience) in individuals delaying recruitment (i.e.,
AFR ¼ 7þ). Individuals recruiting at intermediate ages
(i.e., AFR ¼ 5) demonstrated balanced pre- and post-
recruitment experience (2 and 3 years, respectively) when
BS reached its maximal value. As a follow-up, it would
be worth testing which ‘‘recruitment tactic’’ (e.g.,
cumulating pre-recruitment, or post-recruitment experi-
ence) is associated with the highest fitness payoff
(Maynard Smith 1982), BS being only a component of
fitness. It would also be worth testing whether such
tactics relate to differences in phenotypic quality. This
would allow us to assess if low-quality individuals,
suspected to delay recruitment, improve their BS by
cumulating pre-recruitment experience, and if higher
quality individuals (i.e. early recruits) increase BS by
gaining breeding skills post-recruitment.
When we focused on the second half of BS
trajectories, individuals delaying recruitment showed
slightly lower senescence rates (i.e., lowest senescence
rate observed in 7þ year-old recruits) than ‘‘early
recruits’’ (i.e., highest senescence rates observed in
4-year-old recruits). In accordance with the cumulative
cost hypothesis (1), early recruits showed strong
senescence decline in BS at advanced ages, when
heterogeneity was properly accounted for. Individuals
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delaying recruitment, on the other hand, showed weaker
senescence in BS. The idea of delayed costs of
reproduction that could be expressed later in life, in
terms of reproductive senescence, actuarial senescence,
or both, has only emerged recently in empirical studies
of long-lived species, even though it has been a central
idea in senescence theory for more than 70 years. If costs
of reproduction are not demographically evident in the
short term, payment could reveal itself later in life, even
at advanced ages. For example, an ‘‘invest now, pay
later’’ reproductive tactic could culminate in delayed or
cumulative costs of reproduction (e.g., Orell and Belda
2002), and could translate into late-life senescence in
both reproduction and survival. We still need to address
whether these trade-offs also underlie senescence in
survival. Such delayed trade-offs should be of special
interest to evolutionary ecologists, because they have the
potential to clarify the simultaneous evolution of
reproductive strategies and senescence.
BS also varied across years, but annual effects
primarily affected individuals early in life (Appendix
B), suggesting that experienced individuals were able to
buffer out the effects of temporal variation in environ-
mental conditions on BS, which can substantially
improve fitness in stochastic environments (Lewontin
and Cohen 1969, Tuljapurkar 1982). Thus, in addition
to bet-hedging (e.g., Slatkin 1974), iteroparity (e.g.,
Orzack and Tuljapurkar 1989), and longevity (e.g.,
Metcalf and Koons 2007), a stochastically changing
environment may also select for the devotion of
resources to acquiring reproductive experience. Tempo-
ral change, however, only contributed to subtle changes
in BS early in life.
In accordance with Cam et al. (2002b), our work
suggests that most of the changes in BS across ages in
the population were accounted for by an interaction
between age-related covariates (i.e., observed heteroge-
neity), and an individual random effect (i.e., unobserved
heterogeneity). Heterogeneity in survival (e.g., frailty
models) was first looked at in human demography
starting some twenty years ago (Vaupel and Yashin
1985). However, developments and applications regard-
ing heterogeneity in demographic rates such as BS in
wild animal population are fairly recent (e.g., Cam et al
2002b, Barbraud and Weimerskirch 2005, Fox et al.
2006, Van de Pol and Verhulst 2006, Royle 2008). We
found that in addition to unobserved heterogeneity, one
should also consider interactions between observable
age-related covariates to account for the multiplicity of
life-course events that define individual differences in
BS. The triple interaction between recruitment age,
experience, and life span seemed to account for the
PLATE 1. ‘‘WJNOP’’ (banding combination: white yellow black orange pistachio) is a female kittiwake born in 1999 in colony 3.
She went on a pelagic foray and was found hanging out with another 3-year-old in colony 4 in 2002 (but the two being shy, nothing
happened). In 2003, she settled in 5O115 (colony 5, cliff O, nest-site 115) with a new partner and had two chicks. For a few years she
produced chicks with uneven success and switched partners several times. In 2007, she finally met her match (JOOBR, a 3-year-old
male), and the two have been seen successfully breeding on 5O25 since then. Photo credit: L. M. Aubry.
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selective appearance and disappearance of individuals,
and for the diversity of possible ‘‘breeding lives’’ (i.e.,
number of breeding attempts in the life course).
Even though a flurry of scientific papers have been
studying trade-offs between a variety of traits and late-
life reproduction (e.g., Be´rube´ et al. 1999, Reid et al.
2003, van de Pol and Verhulst 2006, Reed et al. 2008),
only a handful used proxies for differences in individual
quality (e.g., life span). To our knowledge, Balbontı´n et
al. (2007), along with Reed et al. (2008), are the only
ones relating senescence in BS to age-related traits while
accounting for heterogeneity in individual quality by
using mixed models. However, we went one step further
by using models (i.e., GAMMs) accounting for both
random effects controlling for heterogeneity in individ-
ual quality, and splines to examine unconstrained
relationship between BS and age-related covariates (see
Ezard et al. [2007] for similar models applied to age,
phenology, and individual fitness relationships). By
doing so, we explicitly show how to obtain individually
based estimates of BS by simultaneously accounting for
the fact that individuals recruit, breed (successfully or
not), and die at various ages, without constraining the
relation between BS an age-related covariates (i.e.,
smooth splines).
We next aim to explicitly measure the relative
contributions of observed and unobserved heterogeneity
to age-specific trajectories of survival in the kittiwake,
and then develop appropriate models for integrating all
lifecycle parameters and measuring forces of natural
selection on life history decisions (e.g., Coulson et al.
2006).
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